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COLLATERAL E V I D E N C E AND E S T O N I A N KOLLE ' H E A R T H ' , AND RELATED W O R D S 

The basic semiotic concept of iconicity has taken root in current 
"theoretical" linguistics, but the idea of interpretation has been 
totally rejected. Interpretation is also called 'hermeneutics', but 
both terms can be dispensed with as in (Peircean) semiotics, since 
there are better articulated theories of the interpretant and semeiosis 
in general, which cover the hermeneutic requirements in detail. 
Another curiosity has been the confusion between synchrony and 
diachrony; the latter tends to be appended to systems as an external 
afterthought. Here Peirce's semeiotic agrees with the requirements 
of proper theory: growth and evolution are primary. Thus history 
belongs integrally to linguistics also, particularly to historical linguistics 
(see Coseriu 1980, Shapiro 1991; Anttila 1993a). All this should 
have been a truism, but it has been blatantly denied in fact. In 
Germany and Italy (during the past century) philology had a place 
of honor among the historical endeavors, i.e., philology was a 
must for historians, the "fundamental science". Slogans like "history 
is philology and philology is history" were very popular. "Where 
history is there is meaning in all its variety" (Dilthey); in other 
words, meaning and significance arise only in man and his history, 
not in isolated individuals, but in man as a historical being in 
interaction with others. This matches quite well Peirce's "where 
there is a motion, where history is a-making, there is the focus of 
mental activity, and it has been said that the arts and sciences 
reside within the temple of Janus, waking when that is open, but 
slumbering when it is closed" (CP 6.301). 

The semiotic (or theoretical) importance of philology must be 
repeated for some time to come before it will be noticed by 
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"theoreticians", and this is what I will do first. Then I will proceed 
to an application part in which I will treat a "startling" cluster of 
Baltic Finnic words that have not been etymologized before. 

* * * 

The hermeneutic task is typically history, to make the past 
live, to re-enact it, or in general to solve a problem of 
(mis)understanding. The prerequisite is that there is something in 
the tradition that is valuable, exactly like the presupposition that 
human communication is worthwhile. Semiotics in general deals 
with the latter. Kerényi (1964:45-46) emphasizes that in Greece 
didaskalía kai parádosis (learning/retaining and tradition) was 
conceived as an action of handing over something concrete to a 
person at a particular time. This is clearly a semiotic act. We 
come close to the idea of an 'encyclopedia' (Boeckh 1877[1968]), 
a comprehensive view of all that is known. Note that this idea, 
clearly unattainable, exactly matches the final interpretant, or 
sufficient consideration (Savan 1987, Shapiro 1983). It is a practical 
matter of education, i.e., providing a grid for dynamic objects, 
the real things in the world. In linguistics encyclopedic knowledge, 
or world-knowledge, has become a fashionable term, but there is 
little awareness among linguists of its long history and hermeneutic 
centrality in philology. 

If Peirce had used the term 'hermeneutics', he would have 
taken delight in mentioning its etymology (compare natura; CP 
1.214): the word is apparently a direct cognate of Latin sermo 
'conversation, everyday speech'; and we come again to a solid 
conversational/communicative source and the culmination of the 
act of interpretation (Kerényi 1964:47, 52): 

Die Berechtigung des Hermeneuten liegt nie im Mysterium, im 
nicht a u s z u s p r e c h e n d e n U n a u s s p r e c h l i c h e n , s o n d e r n im 
Orakelhaften. Fast alle grossen Schöpfungen des Geistes bergen 
etwas Ähnliches, nicht völlig Ausgesprochenes, Orakelhaftes in 
sich, das auf irgendwelche Weise schon der zukünftigen Menschheit 
bestimmt ist. Dieses herauszuholen und auszulegen, in der Sprache 
derjenigen zu sagen, die heute da sind, dem Dichter aber die 
Zukünftigen waren, ist die höchste, eigentliche und wahre 
hermeneutische Aufgabe. 
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This is again almost identical to Peirce's conception of the 
symbol, its target of esse in futuro, compare (NEM 4.261-262): 

it is of the nature of a symbol to create a tabula rasa and 
therefore an endless series of tabulae rasae, since such creation 
is merely representation, the tabulae rasae being entirely inde-
terminate except to be representative. Herein is a real effect; 
but a symbol could not be without that power of producing a 
real effect. 

A symbol is essentially a purpose, that is to say, is a representation 
that seeks to make itself definite, or seeks to produce an 
interpretant more definite than itself. For its whole signification 
consists in its determining an interpretant; so that it is from its 
interpretant that it derives the actuality of its signification. 
A tabula rasa having been determined as representative of the 
symbol that determines it, that tabula rasa tends to become 
determinate. The vague always tends to become determinate, 
simply because its vagueness does not determine it to be vague. 

Not only do we see that hermeneutics and semeiosis share the 
same structure and goal, we also find that anamnesis is the essence 
in both, or creation of knowledge, whether "new" or re-enacted. 
The hermeneutic enterprise extends the community of interpreters 
over great stretches of time. In this ideas of speakers long since 
dead become live again (cf. Levin 1989), and this goes beyond the 
history of that provided by direct communications (by, e.g., 
grandparents). 

The intimate connection between hermeneutics and history should 
be a truism, as well as the identity of history and philology. These 
are transitive notions, and thus also philology and semeiotic are 
drawn together. In short, all four integrally engage concepts like 
anamnesis, re-search, re-enactment, knowledge of what is known, 
"imposition of order into chaos". Or this kind of semiosis is de-
tective work (CP 7.162-255, Eco & Sebeok 1983); abduction as 
ampliative inference bears the brunt (see also Bonfantini 1988). We 
need Logik für Welt (Wittgenstein), compare (NEM 4.262): 

That is not necessarily logical which strikes me today as logical; 
still less, as mathematics amply exemplifies is nothing logical 
except what appears to me so. That is logical which it is 
necessary to admit in order to render the universe intelligible. 
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And the first of all logical principles is that the indeterminate 
should de termine itself as best it may. 

Whenever one wants to explain human action (from within), one 
always reinvents philology. An imposing example of this is the mode 
of explanation which arose in American social science and which is 
known as 'pattern explanation' (Diesing 1972; Itkonen 1983). I have 
pointed out that pattern explanation is identical to the much earlier 
(European) philology (Anttila 1989b), and this had not been said 
before as far as I know. Once again we get a hermeneutic permutation 
of the human imperative. To just highlight a few salient features of 
pattern explanation: It specifies a problem in the total pattern where 
objectivity in fact resides (cf. Peirce's synechism!). Objectivity comes 
from expanding the pattern by filling in more details, synthesis prevails 
over analysis, and the explanans and the explanandum can be on the 
same level of generality. The whole explanation is a description of 
a particularity (which can be a belief, norm, or law; cf. Wörter und 
Sachen below). Pattern explanation does not attempt to predict the 
future in novel circumstances; rather, present pattern congruity is the 
target (ensuring self-correction). We go from known effects to less 
known causes (abduction!), and the case study aspects predominate. 
Pattern explanation is another member in the fraternity of semeiotic. 

Itkonen (1983, particularly §6) discusses various other theories 
that share the ontological basis for pattern explanation (see also 
Anttila 1988, 1989a:§23), e.g., the 'theory of cognitive dissonance', 
or rational explanation in general (note that von Humboldt and 
Whitney defended rational explanation as appropriate for linguistics). 
They all strive after cohesion, verification-in-principle, re-enactment, 
representation as frozen action, etc. These are called synthetic 
models, and there is a good match with the predominance of 
synthetic inference ([abduction and] induction) in these domains. 
We end up again with the impossibility of synchronic explanation. 
Change is the veiy essence of meaning (Shapiro 1985, 1991), and 
when this fact is properly considered, many of our central concepts 
become historical, e.g., symbol, type, general, law, function, structure, 
natural class, etc. (Anttila 1988:174, 1989a:404-405, more or less 
after Shapiro). Growth, evolution, and continuity, belong to the 
highest universal, as Peirce thought. 
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Before plunging into Peirce's objects, it is useful to repeat the 
requirement of a necessary "mundane logic" (mentioned above) in 
connection with Kant's 'synthetic unity of apperception': "Unci so 
ist die synthetische Einheit der Apperzeption der höchste Punkt, 
an dem man allen Verstandesgebrauch, selbst die ganze Logik, 
und, nach ihr, die Tranzendental-Philosophie heften muss, ja dieses 
Vermögen ist der Verstand selbst" (B134). The role of previous 
experience is crucial in Peirce's semeiotic, particularly as it effects 
the dynamic object. The starting point for hermeneutic explication 
in any science is the object: "Science arises from a genuine and 
heart-felt, and not from fictitious, interest in the objects studied, 
and consequently, its birth comes in the study of some single 
object" (MS 693a:48-50). The objects determine the growth of a 
science in a controled way (synechism, continuity!): "In short, it is 
the tendency of every science to take more and more objects 
within its ken; and, as it is all-important to remark, the additional 
objects that are at any time brought within the scope of science, 
cannot be arbitrarily chosen, but are determined by the nature of 
things" (MS 693a:58). The etymological material from kela to kolle 
below will give a compelling case of this. 

The nature of the dynamic object is also to determine the 
interpretant: 

We must distinguish between the Immediate Object, — i.e. the 
Object as represented in the sign, — and the Real (no, because 
perhaps the Object is altogether fictive, I must choose a different 
term, therefore), say rather the Dynamical Object, which, from 
the nature of things, the Sign cannot express, which it can only 
indicate and leave the interpreter to find out by collateral 
experience. For instance, I point my finger to what 1 mean, but 
1 can't make my companion know what I mean, if he can't see 
it, or if seeing it, it does not, to his mind, separate itself from 
the surrounding objects in the field of vision. It is useless to 
attempt to discuss the genuineness and possession of a personality 
beneath the histrionic presentation of Theodore Roosevelt with 
a person w h o recently has come from Mars and never heard of 
Theodore before. (CP 8.314) 

A person who says Napoleon was a lethargic creature has 
evidently his mind determined by Napoleon. For otherwise he 
could not attend to him at all. But here is a paradoxical 
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circumstance. The person w h o interprets that sentence (or any 
other Sign whatsoever) must be determined by the Object of it 
through collateral observation quite independent ly of the action 
of the Sign. Otherwise he will not be determined to thought of 
that object. (CP 8.178) 

All that part of the understanding of the Sign which the Interpreting 
Mind has n e e d e d collateral observat ion for is outside the 
Interpretant. I do not mean by "collateral observation" acquaintance 
with the system of signs. What is so gathered is not COLLATERAL. 
It is on the contrary the prerequisite for getting any idea signified 
by the sign. But by collateral observation, I mean previous 
acquaintance with what the sign denotes . (CP 8.179) 

CP 8.178-183, repeated more or less in NEM 3.839-843, apparently 
give Peirce's discussion of the topic, when we append it with MS 
318 and 693a. The notion of the object is a rich one; Shapiro 
(1983:36-40) and Savan (1988:25-26, 28-29, 44, 70) have, among 
others, perceptively discussed it. But more important for our needs 
here is Zeman's (1988) connection of the object with Peirce's 
theory of "the indeterminate" and "the vague". The interpretant is 
not enough for the determination and this will be crucial in philology, 
cf. Zeman (1988:41): 

Its interpretant is all that the Sign conveys: acquaintance with its 
Object must be gained by collateral exper ience. The Mediate 
Object is the Object outs ide of the Sign; I call it the Dynamoid 
Object. The sign must indicate it by a hint; and this hint, or its 
substance, is the Immediate Object. 

So do we have the additional concept of "collateral experience." 
A sign determines the "interpreting mind" with respect to the 
object of the sign in only a limited way; indeed, Peirce has 
called this determination a bint, the hint that is the immediate 
object. I would suggest that it is collateral experience or observation 
which carries the determination beyond the flickering disconnected 
feverish dream-like vision that it would otherwise be. 

and he goes on to quote from CP 8.178 (see above). And then 
(1988:42): 

we can thus appreciate that acquaintance with the dynamical 
object is of central importance in human endeavors. Note that 
determination of the "interpreting mind" with respect to the 
object of a sign is not solely an effect of the sign; as we have 
noted, the "proper significate effects" (5.475) of signs are their 
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in te rp re tan t s , and Peirce keeps tel l ing us here that the 
determinations in question go beyond the interpretanti. The 
interpretants of a sign, then, still leave that sign's 

interpretation more or less indeterminate, [and reserve] for s o m e 
other possible sign or experience the funct ion of completing the 
determinat ion (5.505). 

The "other possible sign or experience" in the present case is 
collateral experience. But the indeterminate whose determination 
is reserved to "some other possible sign or experience" is the 
vague-, there is, then, a close relationship between the vague 
and the Peircean object. 

Directly related to all this is the particularity in pattern explanation 
(that is, it can be a belief, norm, etc.). Witness Peirce himself CMS 
693a:60&opp.): 

Now one science cannot furnish a principle to another science 
to be accepted by the other unquestionably, unless the conclusions 
of the former science extend without reasonable doubt to all 
the objects of the latter. In order to unders tand this, one should 
remark that the common use of the word 'object' to mean 
thing, is altogether incorrect. The noun objection came into use 
in the XHIth century, as a term of psychology. It means primarily 
that creation of the mind in its reaction with a more or less real 
something, which creation becomes that u p o n which cognit ion 
is directed; and secondarily, an object is that upon which an 
exertion acts; also, that which is coupled with something else 
in a relation, and more especially is represented as so coupled; 
also, that to which any sign corresponds. 

The above quotations and discussion has had an eerie quality 
for those who know philology: they have touched its theoretical 
heart. Within philology the issue culminates in the words-and-
things approach. A journal for it was launched in 1909: Wörter und 
Sachen: Kulturhistorische Zeitschrift für Sprach- und Sachforschung 
(1909-1944). The editorial presents the effort as an antidote to the 
dominating sound laws, and defines its scope: "Unter Sachen verstehen 
wir nicht nur die räumlichen Gegenstände, sondern ebensowohl 
Gedanken, Vorstellungen und Institutionen, die in irgendeinem Worte 
ihren sprachlichen Ausdruck finden" (1.1). Linguistics is characterized 
as part of Kulturivissenschaft, and for word explanations one needs 
the Sachen, and vice versa, especially for the older times. Particularly 
enlightening is Meringer's defense and blast against opposing forces, 
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particularly Meillet and Schuchardt (1911). Here he repeats his 
slogan of 1906 "ohne Sachwissenschaft keine Sprachwissenschaft 
mehr" (1911:23). Today with all kinds of encyclopedic requirements 
we are back here, e.g., in handling nominal compounds. Most of 
the earlier achievements are forgotten, e.g., Bühler's (1934 
Sprachtheorie), who emphasized concepts like Sachsteuerung, 
Sachwissen, von der Sache her, and so on. 

'Collateral consideration', or, 'evidence', 'experience', 'information', 
or 'previous acquaintance', or 'prior information' are direct equivalents 
of the hermeneutic pre-knowledge, Vorverständnis, the immer schon 
aspect of cognitions, which are typically 'inferred from previous 
cognitions'. "We cannot begin with complete doubt. We must begin 
with all the prejudices which we at uially have when we enter 
upon the study of philosophy" (CP 5.256). Experience is interpreted 
experience, or experienced context, Umwelt and not just Umgebung 
(Savan 1988:70): 

Only through some collateral information can sign and interpretant 
be assured of s tanding for the same object. But here we can 
specify this collateral information somewhat more closely. The 
collateral information which enables sign and interpretant to 
identify a common object is experience of an insistent environment 
common to all three terms. The striking and definitive characteristic 
of experience is the encounter with hard, brute, insistent fact. 

Peirce thought that any insight must be mediated by its context. 
"A simple symbol is interpreted to signify what it does from some 
accidental circumstance or series of circumstances, which the history 
of any word illustrates" (NEM 4.254). "That is to say, the common 
stock of knowledge of utterer and interpreter, called to mind by 
the words, is part of the sign" (NEM 4.247). It is the context that 
makes the English cold (weather) and cold (in the head) two 
different signs (compare kalt vs. Erkältung). Most explication of 
semantic change is just finding the proper historical contexts. This 
will be exemplified with the etymological material below. 

I am pleading here for the virtual identity of history, semeiosis, 
pattern explanation, hermeneutics, philology (and [historical] linguistics), 
and etymology. Above I have dealt with history, and in fact with its 
centrality in semiotic; meaning is change (Shapiro 1985, 1991). As 
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etymology shows, recovery of meaning is always reconstruction, an 
interaction between dynamic objects and dynamic interpretants. 

And now an important question: is a related language collateral 
evidence? I.e., is it really the same system, and consequently would 
not qualify as collateral evidence according to Peirce's own definition? 
It seems that a sister language IS collateral evidence. It is potential 
evidence for the common protolanguage. Such indexes cannot of 
course be interpreted by everybody, but this is true of all indexes. 
Below it will become evident that a source language for borrowing 
is even clearer collateral evidence, because it is clearly a different 
system. And a scholar working with the history of any language has 
to know facts beyond that one language. This way the sound 
correspondence is indeed an indexicai diagram of the protounit or 
of common origin (as in borrowing). There is a real chain of utterers 
behind it. Language change from this point of view shows perfectly 
how the final interpretant will not be reached, since the community 
splits, and thus also the "targets of change". But it is the chain of 
dynamic interpretants that push the system ahead and modify it. So 
we end with an intimate interplay between dynamic objects and 
dynamic interpretants, exactly what one would have expected. 

The emphasis on semeiosis as action agrees perfectly with genetic 
linguistics, particularly its subdomain philology and change in general 
(Itkonen 1983, Keller 1990). Activating a virtual or a fossilized or 
effete sign is always an act of anamnesis. Philology provides a rich 
storehouse for the future determination of the concepts of dynamic 
object and collateral evidence in the purely semiotic aspects of 
inquiry. For history it is history to begin with. 

* * * 

The 'accidental circumstances' of words are foregrounded for 
study in etymology, which presents philology in small doses. "Each 
philology can point to individual convincing etymologies that have 
originated in knowledge of 'things' (Sachen)" (the Wörter und 
Sachen editorial). 1 will now proceed to an example in which one 
typically retrieves collateral information that makes parts fall into 
place, along the lines of pattern explanation, Peirce's 'logic of 
history' (CP 7.162-255), and the like. We are finally ready to look 
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at the material clustering around Finnish kela (Table 1) and kola 
(Table 2), leading to Estonian kolle (Table 4). 

T A B L E 1 . F I N N I S H AND ESTONIAN KELA AND KILA, 

KELTA AND KILTA, A N D / O R DERIVATIVES 

I . 

FINNISH 

A . KELA 

kela, kelu 'reel, coil, winch, 
spool; on one's side' 

kelo 'snag; lying position [tree]' 
kele 'peeled tree' 

B . KILA 

kilo 'shine, glimmer; sprat; 
fall [of leaves]; sour' 

VERBS with kel- 'peel, rub off 
hair; lie on one's side, roll, float' 

I I . 

ESTONIAN kölu 'device for weaving belts' 

I . 

FINNISH 

C . KELTA 

kelsi 'surface board, split log' 
kelle, keltu IDEM 

kelteillä flake' 

kila 'sharp sound' 
kile 'film, tissue; sharp, 

penetrating [cold, sound]; 
sour flummery' 

kilu 'sprat' 

D . KILTA 

kiito 'fruit peel' 
kiiti 'too hard a blade that 

flakes easily' 
killua hang' 

VERBS with kell- 'to fall and lie 
on one's side, roll, hang and 
sway, float' 

I I . 

ESTONIAN kold 'membrane' kild N, kilduma V 'splinter' 
killustada 'crush' 
kille 'sharp, penetrating' 

Only a very few of the Finnish words are standard, most of 
them come from the Archives for the Dictionary of Finnish Dialects 
(Helsinki); the rest have been collected from available dictionaries. 
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Most of the connections have not been made before (me) — I 
would guess largely because the collateral evidence has not been 
seen. Table 1 presents a selection of words with front vowels (z 
and e), without or with a dental -t- (which provides a cluster -It-
). According to the regularities of Baltic Finnic consonant gradation, 
an -It- in. a so-called weak grade produces -II- (which is often 
generalized). This considerably increases the variety in the forms, 
as does also a rather regular strengthening process -It- —» -Itt-
(whose weak grade is again -It-). These latter forms have not been 
included in Table 1, but witness Finnish kelttu/keltti/keltto/kelttä, 
with meanings roughly the same as for kelle (CI), and Estonian kilt 
'slate', kildak 'piece of board', kiltuma 'come off in layers'. It has 
not been easy to see the semantic justification for connecting all 
these forms etymologically, and the table of course does not give 
this evidence either. But behind it all is splitting (wood), and from 
it peeling and splintering, and from these shining (as in blazing, 
which is partial peeling), as well as clothing (as a peel). And 
splitting gives further piercing and penetrating easily enough, as 
well as peeling producing all kinds of tissues and strips (here 
Gothic skilja 'butcher' gives a good parallel; cf. kolluu [Table 4AI]). 
And one must add crashing noises, all attested in one form or 
another in Baltic. As was mentioned above, justifying metaphoric 
and metonymic links is the main problem in semantic reconstruction. 
This shows immediately that at issue is knowledge about the real 
world, world knowledge, as modern theoreticians have called it, 
thinking that they have invented its necessity. This of course is an 
age-old requirement for competent philology, and it also shows 
that philology was theoretically right all along. Sharing knowledge 
in the same culture means also that in historical investigation we 
expand the speech community that uses a particular sign system. 
This is tricky on two axes: first, we have to penetrate into the 
mental world of speakers long dead, and second, we have to 
convince our colleagues to reach a possible consensus. Such a 
result does not come about automatically — we have to take 
action toward it, we have to work it out ourselves. 

It is not only a philological (or historical) truth, but also a semiotic 
necessity, that to understand a sign fully we need experience beyond 
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that sign. Signs are of course learned in a cultural context "with the 
things themselves", to put it in everyday terms. In broad terms such 
knowledge is called collateral experience (evidence, information), as 
we have seen above; it is collateral in relation to the mere linguistic 
sign (that has been reigning since Saussure). For the splitting and 
peeling terms here we need basic knowledge about handling timber 
and wood, and about the activities of building and carpentry, as well 
as acquaintance with earlier technologies. This is a tall order today, 
but enough of this is known to make the cohesion behind Table 1 
attractive indeed (I say this more as a member of the vanished 
community rather than in relation to my colleagues who, in contrast 
to me, generally have minimal experience of handling wood). 

There is another aspect in this that I suggest is also collateral 
evidence, and combined with the phenomenal aspects of wood 
processing, it makes the evidence doubly strong. I mean the fact that 
the cluster of forms represents borrowings from Baltic. This has been 
generally accepted for kelle (with -It-), but I have added them all to 
this loan category, i.e., also forms with just -l- (Anttila 1990, 1992b, 
1993b). The central verb is skilti 'split, get a crack, divide' (s kél ti, 
skéltelèti, skéldèti, skéldyti, skéldinti), to make Lithuanian stand in for 
the family, with its ablaut alternants skil-/skyl-/skel-/skel-/skal-. The 
prominent nouns would be e.g. skilà 'piece of wood, cordwood, 
stick, shard, etc.' and skìltis (s kelté, skìlta) 'section, slice'. Central 
among the nominal forms with the e-grade would be skéltas 'split, put 
together of several parts' and compounds with skelta-. Note for meaning 
the «-grades skalà 'splint, lath, etc.', skalinys 'split log', skalünas 
'slate', and skalynas 'pile of slate or shingles' that will find their 
formal match in Table 2. Further support for the loan hypothesis 
comes from the fact that so many of the rest of Finnish wood processing 
terminology or names for wooden implements have been borrowed 
from Baltic. These words fit into a known semantic field and do not 
create a curiosity: there is no extra strangeness, the átopon, that 
would produce a new hermeneutic challenge for interpretation. 

TABLE 2 . F INNISH AND ESTONIAN KOLA AND DERIVATIVES 

A . FINNISH B . E S T O N I A N 

kola 'pole, squeegee, one-runner kola 'clatter; gong' 
sled or ski, dug-out, trough, 
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box, chest, channel, chute, 
groove, furrow, path, wagon 
rut; adze, tool for tying the 
heddle; fish dam' 

kolo[t]a '(be) peel(ecl), etc.' 

kole 'bark, peeled tree, groove, 
tool (kalu), sleigh' 

kolak 'splinter' 

kolakas 'whopper' 

kolask 'hulking fellow' 

kola(sta)ma loom' 

kolatama 'fade' 

kola 'sound, ring(ing)' 
kolak 'splinter' 
kòlakas 'small tree' 
kőlejas 'easily split; slender' 

kolo 'spatula for coiling, chopped 
wood, blazed tree, wide runner, 
fish dam, hole; to be ajar, be 
p e e l e d ( o l l a kolollaan)' 

With the back-vowel forms in Table 2 the semantic cohesion 
becomes stronger. The majority of the meanings reflect various kinds 
of primitive tools, or peeling, and sounds that result from handling 
the material and tools. Note that reflection (and from that looming) 
is a natural shift from flaking (it is making a copy, as it were, i.e., 
a split), and so is fading from peeling off. Boxes, chests, drawers, 
and chutes, etc. are natural drums, which comes out in Estonian 
kola, and then further in kola (conveniently with a different vowel 
generalized). When going through the boxes and drawers and nooks 
and corners (in e.g., sheds and storage areas) one makes everyday 
xylophony, and this gives 'rummage and seek', Fi. koluta, or 'to 
hang around', Est. kolama. Traditionally one has suspected that 
kolottaa 'ache' goes with the &o/o-cluster, as there is a parallel in 
särkeä 'ache' ~ särö 'splinter', and this does indeed make sense (cf. 
also splitting headache). For all these forms Lithuanian skalä is a 
perfect source in form and meaning, curiously not seen before. 

If a u or a v remain in the second syllable (or at least o), the 
first one sports a (see Table 3), since it is hardly advisable to keep 
these separate from the above, so close is the matching in meaning, 
and a compatible form is available in Old Prussian scoliuo 'shingle' 
and Russian skälva 'rocky precipice'. A minimal easily available 
selection of the implements in Tables 2 and 3 is given in Fig. 1. 
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T A B L E 3 - BALTIC F I N N I C FORMS W I T H - A - AND -V/U-

Onega/Veps/Lude kalu 'half-burned stick, dry stick/tree, piece, 
chopped wood' 

Estonian kalu 'rubbish, lumber' 
Finnish kalu 'tool' (kalupuu 'wood for carpentry and gadgetry') 
Finnish kalvo 'stick, club, netting stock (kalv[o]in)' 
Karelian kalveh 'netting stock, rift in the ice' 

Finnish VERBS kalvaa, kalvia, kaluta, kalo[t]a 'scrape, 
shave off, gnaw, peel' 

Finnish kaloa 'gather the net into the peg' ( jpuikkarì) 

FIGUKF. 1. A KOLA AND KALVOIN (Vuorela 1981) 

kalvoin 

On the Slavic side the Baltic a is matched by o: Russian (o)skólok 
'slice, shard, splinter', skól'ka 'mussel', but the dominating shape 
is a, Russian skályvat'/skolót' 'split/chop o f f , skalá 'birch-bark, 
rocks', skalína 'birch-bark', skálka 'rolling pin', Slovenian skála 
'splinter [for light]', etc. This reflects length, either *ä or '*ö (probably), 
and this could well be reflected in Baltic Finnic a. 

Again, as in Table ICD, there are back vowel forms with a 
dental (long or short), seen in Table 4. The meanings here mirror 
more or less what has been delineated above. Note that slaughtering 
is in principle flaying and cutting up the carcass, so it fits in 
without greater difficulty. The metaphoric force needed for 'trick' 
and the like is more difficult, but feels natural for me (actually 
only the first forms of IAB are standard Finnish, and hence there 
has been little basis for establishing felt sets here). 
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TABLE 4 . F I N N I S H AND ESTONIAN KOLTA AND KOLTTA 

A N D / O K DERIVATIVES 

A . KOLTA D . KOLTTA 

I. 
F I N N I S H koltiainen 'urchin, piece of wood kolttonen 'trick, prank' 

not quite burned (= kollikas)' kolte (<—kolle), koitto 
kolteilla 'flake off 'bump, wrinkle' 
kollero 'cavity' koltata 'scald, scrape' 
kolluu slaughter' koltostaa, koltota 
kollastaa 'seek, poke around' (<—) 'kollaroitella' 
kollaroitella 'hang around koltata 'seek, etc.' 

(cf. Estonian kolama 'roam') 
kollahtaa 'come into mind, reflect' 

II. 
ESTONIAN (kold, kolda,) kolle 'hollow kolt 'ice, snow clump' 

slope, bread crust, shock, 
fire-box, ingle, strip, focus' koldak 'clump, steep bank, 

cave' 
kollas 'hollow bank' koldas 'hollow bank' 

Kollero (in IA) forebodes the general cavity and cave aspects of 
II AB. The shock reading (cf. koltiainen/kollikas I A) and the various 
strip and clump meanings fall in with what we have seen above, 
but how does the fire-box and the ingle-nook fit in? This is where 
we need collateral evidence beyond armchair musings. Fig. 2 shows 
a typical Estonian rock formation with some hint of cavities, which 
are often quite pronounced. This also agrees in essence with Russian 
skälva. From this one gets building material with almost brick-like 
regularity; one can easily stack up the pieces for various kinds of 
fireplaces, of which there is no dearth in Estonia, nor of their 
corresponding names (Saareste lists over thirty terms relating to 
living quarters, drying barns, smithies, etc.). The more primitive 
structures have the appearance of a rock pile not unlike the effect 
of Fig. 2, but this can be imagined even behind a more elaborate 
hearth, if one imagines the plaster away (Fig. 3). This kind of 
phenomenal evidence gives convincing collateral information for 
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the meaning offshoots of kolle. Furthermore, the Baltic source for 
kolle is again obvious, cf. Latvian skalda/skalds 'board made of 
wood easily split' and Lithuanian skaldci 'road metal (i.e., crushed 
stone)', but dialectally 'skalà'. 

* * * 

The general rather detailed match between the Baltic and the 
Baltic Finnic forms cannot be a mere concidence, although there 
are conservative scholars who would think so; this is the bane of 
historical investigation. The evidence has been presented above, 
and there is no reason to sum it up form by form. What is rather 
novel in this material is the suggestion that Baltic ablaut is reflected 
in a rather rich scale in Baltic Finnic, although the borrowing must 
have taken place in terms of lexical items. Rich ablaut alternation 
is a norm in Baltic, but of course not in Baltic Finnic. Still, we can 
use this as a shared anomaly speaking for historical connection, 
e.g., Lithuanian skéldyti/skáldyti reflected in Finnish kelteillä/kolteilla, 
to just give one example. 

F I G U R E 2 . A TYPICAL E S T O N I A N ROCK FORMATION 

(Arold 1987: Fig. 29) 
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FIGUHF. 3 - T Y P I C A L E S T O N I A N HEARTHS (Saareste 1958) 

There are problems of substitution. Thus Baltic i/y/è —> Finnish 
i, but also i/y/e —» e, and a a/o. Then e —> Estonian ő, but Ò: 
Finnish e/a/o. The details are unclear, but the matchings are regular, 
and the indeterminacies hardly destroy the loan hypothesis. Sometimes 
even native (?) vocabulary displays ablaut-like alternation: seimi/ 
soimi 'manger, feeding trough' and saima/soima 'boat'. Such alternation 
is rather regular in onomatopoetic material. With kilistä/kalista/ 
kolista (rattling and rumbling etc. of sticks of different timbre [also 
kolata, kolia]) we have just these three vowels, and this makes it 
likely that they are heavily based on the xylophony of these Baltic 
borrowings. The wood processing activity gives refined material 
for carpentiy and building, but also unusable chips and shavings, 
i.e., scraps and trash, witness Estonian kiltsid ja kaltsid, kila-kola, 
kili-koli, kolud kalud, kilud kalud 'all kinds of trash', matched by 
Finnish kiluinensa kaluinensa and kole 'rubbish, trash, flimsy things'. 
And apparently the clatter and scramble give Estonian kolima 'move', 
kolimus 'baggage'. 

I have restricted myself here to Balto-Slavic material, although 
there are cognates elsewhere, particularly Germanic, e.g. English 
shale, shell, shoal/school (PGmc *skulo), (and to let English [sk-] 
speak for ON) scale, skell 'shell, scale', skeel, skill, skull, etc. German 
Schale 'husk, hull, pod, shell' (<*skolä), Schale '(drinking) cup' 
(•<*skelä > Swedish ska I [—> Fi. kielo, kiulu, kooli]), and Schelle 
'Schale; lump, clod; bell; manacle, foot shackle' (—» Finnish kello 
'clock, watch') match the above and Gothic skalja 'tile' displays 
the reason for the umlaut (*skolyä), and such forms are supported 
by the Scandinavian verb skilja 'divide' (*skelyonom; cf. Go. skilja 
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above). Agreement with Baltic is excellent; note even the e in 
Latvian skele 'cut-off piece, piece of bread'. Although it is often 
difficult to determine whether a particular loan in Finnish comes 
from Baltic or Germanic, it is not a problem in this material. What 
is a problem is the age of the Baltic borrowings, since only the 
zero-grade reflex -il- is clearly Baltic, whereas -el- and -ol- could 
be Proto-Indo-European. 

* » » 

And once more, with the danger of overkill, what is the nature 
of contextual explanations like the ones discussed above? This 
kind of piecing together in the total cultural context is of course 
a case study in the time-honored philological tradition, as has 
been constantly hinted at above. The "truth" of the (historical) 
solution is in the total fit of the parts. To repeat, such a philological 
mode of explanation agrees perfectly with the pattern explanation 
of American social science (Anttila 1989b), or, as Esa Itkonen has 
shown for linguistics in general, with rational explanation and 
verification-in-principle (1983). And of course one should not forget 
the general hermeneutic principle of re-enactment so crucial in all 
historical explanation (Anttila 1992a). Etymological solutions in the 
philological frame represent paragon examples of historical 
explanation. To emphasize once more, the crucial aspect is to find 
the relevant contexts, which then show that certain reinterpretations 
and meaning shifts are understandable, i.e., rational. In the best 
cases they are in fact necessary, and they typically make sense. 
This is always the case: To understand the sign we must know 
something beyond it, and knowing the sign we (ultimately — in 
the long run) know something more. 
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